
Dog Shock Collar lJser's Manual
(static imPulse + vibratione)

Thank you for choosing oru product!

Please read this manual carefully before using the product'

Please be reminded that upon installing batteries in the receiver, you should tnmediately

press the remote controller for three seconds, so as to match the remote controller and the receiver'

Flease do read the Cautions, for fear that unwanted results arise from improper operation'

I. Preparation before using

1. Make sure that batteries are installed in the remote controller and the receir-er'

2. The remote controller and the receir.er of this set are automatically matched. When batteries are installed in the

receiver, the receiver v.ill make a sound. At that time you should press any button on the remote controller and the

receiver will give three successive sounds. tn this way the match is tlone and the remote control system can operate

normally.
3. If the receiver doesn,t give a sound when batteries are installed, please take out the batteries for more ten seconds

and put them back and try again.

4. Checking the remote controller: Press the buttons on the remote controller one by one and the indicator light wiX light'

If the indicator light doesn't ]ight or goes clim, change the batteries. The battery celt of the remote conholler is magnetic'

for turning on the power of the receiver'

b. Checking the receiver: The nagnetic incluction power switch being instalted in the remote controller, when move tlte

magnetic part of the remote controller close to the indicator light side of the receiver the indicator light will light'
' 
*l"irng jh" po*", is turned( oN)- Another closing up?rf this will turn off thelpower while the indicdtorligttt-goes

(oFr)
6. when batteries are first installed in the receiver, the circuit will be automatically turned on. After it is closed by ma€fietic

force, it can be open by magnetic force too. If the batteries are taken out and reinstalled, the circuit will be turned on'

7. Adjust the length of the collar to fit the neck of the pet. The proper tightness should be that you can insert a finger in

bel.ween.
g. Respectively press the shock buttons or vibration buttons on the remote controller and the receiver will make static

impulse or vibration.

9. press the sound button on the remote controner and both the remote controller and the receiver will make the "B-B"

sound. There is a three-grade adjustment switch on the side of the remote controller for adjusting the volume of the

,,B-B,, sound of the remote controller. The three grades are l,oud / Low / Stop. You can train the pet to take your orders

by dift'erent tempos. Every order must have a fixed tempo. An insisting training will bring you a wonderftrl effect' For

example, three "B-B" sounds ntean "coming back"'

l0.press the Light button on the remote controller, red laser patterns will be given from the front of the remote controller

and the receiver will give flashes of light at the same tine. The red laser patterns is for the fun of the pet, while the

light from the receiver helps you to look for your dog at night'

ll.The static impulse of the collar is to curb the improper deeds of the pet. Aftei'each successful check, you stiodd let

the pet know what should be done and what should not be done. After.anumber of trainings the pet will understand

what you like and don't like.

l2.prepare some socks for the dog as rewards for good deeds. This will make better effect inthe training'

II. Operational instruetions:

1. Turn the switch of the remote controller to the "oN" posilion. Turn it "oFF" if you don't use it, for fear of mistaken

operation.
2. open the insert buckle of the collar and put the collar round the neck of the pet. Adjust the tightrness of collar that you

can insert a finger in between.

3. Most pets feel uncomfortable at first wearing the collar. Don't use the shock function at that time until Yotiale sure

that the pet has gotten used to the collar. The static impulse is useil to curb the improper deeds of the pet. Doir't use

it casually or to make fun of the pet' 
:

4. you can call your dog soundlessly by,' vibration" in a long distance. You can dLlso use the.'lB-B" sound to convey your

orders.
b. The B-B sound of the remote controller can be a{usted by the pushrod switch on the sidb: Loud / Low / Silent'

6. Flashes of light will make it easy for you to look for your dog at night. The Iaser patterns will provide fim for the pet'

7.Youcantirmoffortumonthepowerofthereceive.!.v!trmagnqticpartoftheremotecontrol ler.
g. If you don,t use this product, take the collar antl receiGr off tt.r" pet and tu-rn off the fower, so as to'prolong the lifetime

of the baLteries.

9. If you don't use the collar receiver for a long time, take out the batteries.



Features: l.'the strong static impulse can penetrate the hair of the pet and fabric within 6mm thick. it is urmecessary to
: let the discharging point touch the skin ofthe pet, therefore it is safe for the pet.

: 2: the static impulse can quickly and effectively curb the improper deeds of the pet. , ,t ,
,' q. the warning vibration will let the pet associate the vibration with stativ impulse, in the end, vibration will

., .-t achieve the same effectas the static impulse. 
' '
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III. How to change the batteries:
1. Receiver: Take off the rubber bottom cover at one side of the collar by prying it with a proper tool and you wiii see

two batteries (model: AA{ / 1.5V). Take out the batteries and install the new ones. Pay attention to the polarity of the
batteries. Morurt the rubber bottom cover and press it tight.

2. Remote controller: The babtery cell cover is at the lower part of the back of the remote controller. Open the cover by
pressing it following the direction of the arrow. Take out the battery (Ilodel 6LR61, 9VJ and put a new one back and
then close the cover.

3. The batteries used for this product are ordinary ones, which can be found in supermarkets and department stores.
Please indicate the correct model while buying them.

4. The lifetime of the batteries var5z according as how you use the product. Since the remote controller only consumes
electricity when you press the buttons to send signals, its batteries' lifetime is usually more than one year. After the receiver
ls hrrned on, it is in a standby state. In the standby state, it only corsumes small amount of electricity. A frequent use of
it will consume eleclricity quickly. Therefore you should often check the batteries by watching the indicator light. In order
to prolong the lifetime of the batteries, when you don't want to use the receiver for some time, turn off the power of the
receiver by the magnetic force of the remote controller. If you don't use it for a long time, take out its batteries.

fV. Cautions:
1. At firct wearing this collar, some pets will feel uneasy. Give the pet some time to get used to it. Don't use the shock

function of this product until you a.re sure that the pet has gotten used to it.
2. A magnetic induction switch is installed in the receiver. Therefore if you don't want to use the product for some time,

please turn off the power of the receiver by the magnetic part of the remote controller. You can also take out the
batteries to prolong their lifetime.

3. Digital audio transmitting technologz is applied in the remote controller. Remote control signals can penetrate obstacles.
It is ururecessa.ry for the remote controller to point directly at the receiver. However, obstacles will affect the valid
distance of remote controlling.

4. The valid distance of remote controlting mears the straight-Iine distance between the remote controller and the receiver
without obstacles in between. If there are interference signals or signal screening around, the actual remote control
distance may be shorten.

5. The B-B sound and the low frequency vibration can be used for training the pets. In order the pet can rurderstand your
meaning, you should use fixed tempos in training. Good effect can only be achieved by lasting use of it.

6. The static impulse vibration of the receiver is used to curb the improper deeds of the pets. You should not use this
function for a long time (the time should be within 30 seconds) for fear the receiver being damaged from overheat
and consuming too much battery electricity. Please be advised that don't use the high frequency vibration to make
fLrn of the pel..

7. Presently, this product is the most humane tool for pet training. Following the eorrect operational instructions, you
can effectively train the pet and bring it no harm.

8- Though the receiver is waterproof, you cannot immerse it into the water for a long time. And you should keep tire iern6te' controller out of water.
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